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Jose Maria Jose Maria MelgarMelgar y Serranoy Serrano

Jose y Serrano, Jose y Serrano, 
discovered the first discovered the first 
OlmecOlmec head in 1862 head in 1862 
at at TresTres ZapotesZapotes. Mr. . Mr. 
Serrano , given the Serrano , given the 
physical features of physical features of 
the the OlmecOlmec head he head he 
was sure that it was was sure that it was 
the depiction of an the depiction of an 
African TresTres ZapotesZapotes

Monument A
African

Monument A

http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/olmec/tres-zapotes-a.jpg


The Most Well Known Image of theThe Most Well Known Image of the
OlmecsOlmecs are the are the OlmecheadsOlmecheads

Today there are  17 Today there are  17 OlmecOlmec
heads so far discovered in heads so far discovered in 
Mexico. These heads have Mexico. These heads have 
been found at 10 San been found at 10 San 
Lorenzo, 4 La Lorenzo, 4 La VentaVenta and 2 and 2 
TresTres ZapotesZapotes, 1 La , 1 La CobataCobata..



Ethnicity of Ethnicity of OlmecOlmec HeadsHeads

ControverseyControversey surrounds the surrounds the OlmecOlmec heads heads 
some researchers believe that they some researchers believe that they 
represent Mongoloid people, while other represent Mongoloid people, while other 
researchers are sure that the researchers are sure that the OlmecOlmec heads heads 
are portraits of African rulers who formerly are portraits of African rulers who formerly 
led many led many OlmecOlmec cities due to the African cities due to the African 
features that characterized these heads.features that characterized these heads.







Ancient Shi DiasporaAncient Shi Diaspora
Xi (Shi)      Shi     Xia (ShiXi (Shi)      Shi     Xia (Shi--a)a)



Mexican Traditions referring to Mexican Traditions referring to 
Ancient Migration to MexicoAncient Migration to Mexico

PopolPopol VuhVuh: claims that the : claims that the OlmecOlmec came  came  
to Mexico in to Mexico in ““ships of barkships of bark””..
Landed at Landed at PotonchanPotonchan--commenced to commenced to 
populatepopulate
SahagunSahagun-- ancient race landed at ancient race landed at 
PanothaPanotha (located on Mexican Coast) in (located on Mexican Coast) in 
search of Mountainssearch of Mountains
Archaeological evidence Archaeological evidence OlmecOlmec spread spread 
from Gulf of Mexico to mountains of from Gulf of Mexico to mountains of 
ChalcatzingoChalcatzingo



African Origin African Origin OlmecsOlmecs

Ancestors of Ancestors of OlmecOlmec
lived Northlived North--Northwest Northwest 
AfricaAfrica
ProtoProto--MandeMande PeoplePeople
Rock art depicting Rock art depicting 
boats in desertboats in desert
Changes in weather Changes in weather 
patternspatterns









Friar Diego de Friar Diego de LandaLanda said that:said that:

““Some old men of Some old men of 
Yucatan say that they Yucatan say that they 
heard from their heard from their 
ancestors that this ancestors that this 
country was peopled country was peopled 
by a certain race who by a certain race who 
came from the EAST, came from the EAST, 
who God delivered by who God delivered by 
opening for them opening for them 
twelve roads through twelve roads through 
the sea.the sea.””





Skeletal EvidenceSkeletal Evidence
Constance Irwin, Constance Irwin, 
Fair Gods and Stone Fair Gods and Stone 
FacesFaces
C. Marquez, C. Marquez, 
EstudiosEstudios
arqueologicosarqueologicos y y 
ethnograficasethnograficas
A. A. WiercinskiWiercinski, An , An 
Anthropological Anthropological 
study on the origin study on the origin 
of of OlmecsOlmecs, , 
SwiatowitSwiatowit, 33,143, 33,143--
174174

TlatilcoTlatilco
CerroCerro
LaponoidLaponoid 21.2%     21.2%     
31.8%31.8%
Equatorial  13.5%    4.5%Equatorial  13.5%    4.5%
ArmenoidArmenoid 18.3%   4.5%18.3%   4.5%
Total           53%      40.8Total           53%      40.8

LaponoidLaponoid= Oceanic= Oceanic
Equatorial= AfricanEquatorial= African
ArmenoidArmenoid= Somali type= Somali type



Linguistic EvidenceLinguistic Evidence

SwadeshSwadesh--Separation of Separation of HuastecsHuastecs from from 
Maya 1200 BCMaya 1200 BC
LeeLee--Invasion of Mexican area by nonInvasion of Mexican area by non--
MixeMixe speaking people separating speaking people separating MixeMixe, & , & 
ZoqueZoque
MixeMixe Oral TraditionOral Tradition-- claim culture created claim culture created 
by strangersby strangers
WeinerWeiner-- MandeMande substratum in Mexican substratum in Mexican 
lang.                lang.                “”””””“”””””--Tuxtla statuette Tuxtla statuette 

dd M dM d b lb l



Linguistic EvidenceLinguistic Evidence

Mixe English Mayan Mande
*koya tomato ko:ya koya
*cumah gourd kuum kula
*ciwa squash c'iwan si
to:h rain to Tyo,dyo
*ma deer me' m'na

'antelope'
kok maize co ka

Mixe                      ta: k kam- land for cultivation
Malinke-Bambara  ta ka ga  - place for plant cultivation



The LaVenta Celt of King PeThe LaVenta Celt of King Pe



LaVenta Celt and Olmec SignsLaVenta Celt and Olmec Signs



Olmec Compound SignsOlmec Compound Signs



The The OlmecOlmec heads appear to represent heads appear to represent OlmecOlmec Kings from Kings from 
different periods.different periods.

Most Most OlmecOlmec heads were buried and probably moved heads were buried and probably moved 
from their original placement.from their original placement.
Ignacio Bernal notes that these heads may have Ignacio Bernal notes that these heads may have 
originally been aligned to architectural monuments given originally been aligned to architectural monuments given 
the fact that the Monument 1 head from the fact that the Monument 1 head from LaVentaLaVenta stands stands 
at the foot of the great pyramid.at the foot of the great pyramid.

http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/venta-park/venta-park-108.jpg


The Colossal heads were stand alone The Colossal heads were stand alone 
portraits of individual portraits of individual OlmecOlmec rulers.rulers.
The headdresses on the Colossal heads The headdresses on the Colossal heads 
are the characteristic are the characteristic ““football helmetfootball helmet””..
The Colossal heads were found at the The Colossal heads were found at the 
earliest earliest OlmecOlmec sites in the sites in the OlmecOlmec
homeland.homeland.
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The headdress of each Colossal head records the name The headdress of each Colossal head records the name 
of the individual of the individual OlmecOlmec rulersrulers
Each Each OlmecOlmec ruler has a ruler has a unqiueunqiue insignia that can be read insignia that can be read 
using the symbols of the using the symbols of the OlmecOlmec writing system.writing system.
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In reading the inscription on the head of this figure, we discovIn reading the inscription on the head of this figure, we discover er 
that Bu was a member of the stone mason caste, who later became that Bu was a member of the stone mason caste, who later became 

governor of Veracruz.governor of Veracruz.



Recently a mask of Po Recently a mask of Po NgbeNgbe was recently discovered and published. was recently discovered and published. 
The mask of Po The mask of Po NgbeNgbe has an inscription written on the inside of the has an inscription written on the inside of the 

mask.mask.



Legacy of Legacy of OlmecsOlmecs

Archaeological Evidence supports African Archaeological Evidence supports African 
origin of origin of OlmecsOlmecs
Physical Features  of Physical Features  of OlmecOlmec headsheads
African WritingAfrican Writing
African Genetic Evidence African Genetic Evidence 



Genetic EvidenceGenetic Evidence
Heterogeneity of Mexican PopulationHeterogeneity of Mexican Population
African African Y chromosomesY chromosomes among Mayaamong Maya
HaplotypesHaplotypes L1 & L2L1 & L2 found among found among 
isolated groups in North Central Mexico: isolated groups in North Central Mexico: 
Cora, Cora, HuicholHuichol
High frequency of African High frequency of African HLAsHLAs
VantigenVantigen of the Rhesus systemof the Rhesus system among among 
Indians in Belize                                   Indians in Belize                                   
A*28 A*28 Common among Eastern Maya        Common among Eastern Maya        
B AlleleB Allele of the ABO system among 6 of the ABO system among 6 
Mayan groups and the Mayan groups and the OtomiOtomi





75% of Contemporary Mexicans have African Ancestry75% of Contemporary Mexicans have African Ancestry

Mexican and African admixture in Mexico Mexican and African admixture in Mexico LiskerLisker
et al (1996) noted that the East Coast of Mexico et al (1996) noted that the East Coast of Mexico 
had extensive admixture.had extensive admixture.

The following percentages of African ancestry The following percentages of African ancestry 
were found among East coast populations: were found among East coast populations: 
ParaisoParaiso -- 21.7%; El Carmen 21.7%; El Carmen -- 28.4% 28.4% 
;Veracruz ;Veracruz -- 25.6%; 25.6%; SaladeroSaladero -- 30.2%; and 30.2%; and 
TamiahuaTamiahua -- 40.5%.40.5%.





Mexican African AdmixtureMexican African Admixture

Among Indian groups, Among Indian groups, LiskerLisker et al (1996) found et al (1996) found 
among the among the ChontalChontal have 5% and the Cora have 5% and the Cora 
.8% African admixture..8% African admixture. The The ChontalChontal speak a speak a 
Mayan language. Mayan language. 

According to Crawford et al. (1974), the According to Crawford et al. (1974), the mestizomestizo
population of Saltillo has 15.8% African population of Saltillo has 15.8% African 
ancestry, while Tlaxcala has 8% and ancestry, while Tlaxcala has 8% and CuanalanCuanalan
18.1%.18.1%.



Mexican African Admixture 2Mexican African Admixture 2

The The OlmecsOlmecs built their civilization in the region of built their civilization in the region of 
the current states of Veracruz and Tabasco. Now the current states of Veracruz and Tabasco. Now 
here again are the percentages of African here again are the percentages of African 
ancestry according to ancestry according to LiskerLisker et al (1996): et al (1996): 
ParaisoParaiso -- 21.7% ; El Carmen 21.7% ; El Carmen -- 28.4% ; 28.4% ; 
Veracruz Veracruz -- 25.6% ; 25.6% ; SaladeroSaladero -- 30.2% ; 30.2% ; 
TamiahuaTamiahua -- 40.5%. 40.5%. ParaisoParaiso is in Tabasco is in Tabasco 
and Veracruz is, of course, in the state of and Veracruz is, of course, in the state of 
VeracruzVeracruz. . TamiahuaTamiahua is in northern Veracruz. is in northern Veracruz. 
These areas were the first places in Mexico These areas were the first places in Mexico 
settled by the settled by the OlmecsOlmecs. I'm not sure about . I'm not sure about 
SaladeroSaladero and El Carmen. and El Carmen. 
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